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Diradical molecules are essential species involved in many organic and inorganic chemical reac-
tions. The computational study of their electronic structure is often challenging, because a reliable
description of the correlation, and in particular of the static one, requires multi-reference techniques.
The Jastrow correlated Antisymmetrized Geminal Power (JAGP) is a compact and efficient wave
function ansatz, based on the valence-bond representation, which can be used within Quantum
Monte Carlo (QMC) approaches. The AGP part can be rewritten in terms of molecular orbitals,
obtaining a multi-determinant expansion with zero-seniority number. In the present work we demon-
strate the capability of the JAGP ansatz to correctly describe the electronic structure of two diradical
prototypes: the orthogonally twisted ethylene, C2H4, and the methylene, CH2, representing respec-
tively a homosymmetric and heterosymmetric system. In the orthogonally twisted ethylene, we
find a degeneracy of pi and pi∗ molecular orbitals, as correctly predicted by multi-reference pro-
cedures, and our best estimates of the twisting barrier, using respectively the variational Monte
Carlo (VMC) and the lattice regularized diffusion Monte Carlo (LRDMC) methods, are 71.9(1) and
70.2(2) kcal/mol, in very good agreement with the high-level MR-CISD+Q value, 69.2 kcal/mol.
In the methylene we estimate an adiabatic triplet-singlet (X˜3B1 - a˜
1A1) energy gap of 8.32(7) and
8.64(6) kcal/mol, using respectively VMC and LRDMC, consistently with the experimental-derived
finding for Te, 9.363 kcal/mol. On the other hand, we show that the simple ansatz of a Jastrow
correlated Single Determinant (JSD) wave function is unable to provide an accurate description of
the electronic structure in these diradical molecules, both at variational level (VMC torsional bar-
rier of C2H4 of 99.3(2) kcal/mol, triplet-singlet energy gap of CH2 of 13.45(10) kcal/mol) and, more
remarkably, in the fixed-nodes projection schemes (LRDMC torsional barrier of 97.5(2) kcal/mol,
triplet-singlet energy gap of 13.36(8) kcal/mol) showing that a poor description of the static corre-
lation yields an inaccurate nodal surface. The suitability of JAGP to correctly describe diradicals
with a computational cost comparable with that of a JSD calculation, in combination with a favor-
able scalability of QMC algorithms with the system size, opens new perspectives in the ab initio
study of large diradical systems, like the transition states in cycloaddition reactions and the thermal
isomerization of biological chromophores.
I. INTRODUCTION
Diradical species [1–5] play an essential role in molecu-
lar systems, from organic reactions like cycloadditions [6–
8] to chemical processes of biological interest like the ther-
mal isomerization of the retinal chromophore involved in
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the mechanism of vision [9–11]. In all cases, the reaction
pathway can move through a transition state of diradi-
cal character. Archetypal examples are the dimerization
of butadiene [7, 8] and the reaction between butadiene
and ethylene [6], in which diradical transition states are
supposed to be energetically competitive with aromatic
ones. As example, the ground state potential energy sur-
face of the retinal chromophore,[11] and of its reduced
model[10, 12] on which the thermal isomerization occurs,
is characterized by two different branches, one with a
charge-transfer character and the other of diradical char-
acter. To quantitatively define the energy landscape of
such paths, very high level calculations are necessary, in-
cluding an adequate treatment of both static and dy-
namic electronic correlation. On the other hand, deter-
mining the relative stability of singlet and triplet states
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2can represent a challenging task for theory even for small
molecules like the tetramethyleneethane[13]. Spin multi-
plicity is also a fundamental ingredient in the design of
magnetic materials involving diradical species, like Zn-
expanded oligoacenes. [14]
According to Salem and Rowland’s definition [1], a di-
radical species is a molecule with two unpaired elec-
trons occupying two (near-)degenerate molecular or-
bitals. Molecules with a broken double bond represent
a model for diradicals. One of the simplest cases is
the torsion around the double carbon-carbon bond of
ethylene, C2H4. [4, 15–28] Drifting away from the pla-
nar structure to the orthogonally twisted conformation,
the bonding pi orbital and the anti-bonding pi∗ orbital
of the singlet ground state become degenerate and a
single-configuration pi2 wave function is not appropriate
anymore to describe the electronic state: the orthogo-
nally twisted ethylene represents the prototype of the ho-
mosymmetric diradical. [1] Standard density functional
theory (DFT) and restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF) ap-
proaches indeed fail even in the qualitative description
of the shape of the torsional barrier (cusp at 90° instead
of a smooth profile). [20, 24, 27] In order to describe the
twisted ethylene at 90° , at least two configurations pi2
and pi∗2 have to be included.
Following the classification reported in Ref. 1, the
methylene molecule, CH2,[29–45] is considered a het-
erosymmetric diradical, since the two orbitals occupied
by the unpaired electrons have different symmetries (1b1
and 3a1) [1]. CH2 was extensively studied to assess the
reliability of quantitative ab initio calculations for the
triplet geometry and the singlet-triplet (X˜3B1 - a˜
1A1)
energy gap[32].
Both the static and the dynamical correlation play an
essential role in the description of the electronic struc-
ture of diradicals, from benchmark systems like ethylene,
methylene or tetramethyleneethane [13] to complex tran-
sition states or reaction intermediates in biological pro-
cesses. On one side, if single-reference methods are in-
adequate in treating the quasi-degeneracy of singly occu-
pied orbitals in diradicals, on the other side multiconfig-
urational approaches suffer from some limitations due to
the computational cost of the multideterminantal expan-
sion of the wave function. The aim of the present paper
is to demonstrate that Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC)
is a valid alternative to the traditional quantum chem-
istry methods for the correct description of diradical
molecules.
QMC methods[46, 47] have been successfully applied
to various fields of physics and chemistry, like the study
of molecular properties [42, 48–54], materials [55–60], re-
action pathways [61, 62] and biomolecules [63–66]. They
are characterized by a good scalability with respect to
the system size (Nd, with 3 < d < 4 and N the num-
ber of electrons)[46, 65], comparable with that of DFT,
and by using algorithms that can be efficiently paral-
lelized (making them extremely suitable for the PetaS-
cale architectures). These ingredients justify the growing
number of applications of QMC in problems of quantum
chemistry or molecular physics. The variational Monte
Carlo (VMC) method[67] exploits the combined use of
Monte Carlo integration and variational principle to op-
timize the many-body, ground-state trial wave function.
Further improvements are given by using the fixed node
projection Monte Carlo methods, such as the diffusion
Monte Carlo (DMC)[68, 69] and the lattice regularized
diffusion Monte Carlo[70] (LRDMC).
The wave function ansatz is the ingredient that mostly
affects the accuracy of QMC approaches, both in the
variational and in the fixed node projection schemes (al-
though in the latter the effect is alleviated). We pro-
pose here the Jastrow Antisymmetrised Geminal Power
(JAGP)[71–76] trial wave function as a promising ansatz
to study diradical systems. The JAGP wave function,
which implements Pauling’s resonating valence bond
idea[77], has been seen to be very efficient in the study
of problems of chemical interest, [52–54, 61, 65, 66] with
accuracy comparable to that of high-level quantum chem-
istry methods. Its compactness, combined with the use
of efficient algorithms for the optimization of all param-
eters, including linear coefficients and exponents of the
atomic basis sets,[50, 78, 79] leads to a fast convergence
of the variational results for electronic and geometrical
properties with the size of the basis sets[52, 80, 81], with
a computational cost comparable to that of a simplest
Jastrow Single Determinant (JSD). With a large Jastrow
factor JAGP is size consistent[50, 73, 82], without any
spin contamination, for partitioning the system in frag-
ments of spin zero and of spin 1/2. JAGP has already
proven to give a good description of the static and dy-
namic correlation in several cases[74, 75, 83], and have
inspired new ansatzes such as the linearized Jastrow-style
fluctuations on spin-projected Hartree-Fock[84].
In the present work, the multiconfigurational nature
of JAGP is explicitly described, with specific attention
to the determination of formal analogies with standard
molecular orbital theories for two benchmark systems:
the ethylene (C2H4) and the methylene (CH2), repre-
senting examples respectively of homosymmetric and het-
erosymmetric diradicals. We show how accurate and re-
liable QMC calculations based on the JAGP ansatz are
in the estimation of the torsional barrier of C2H4 and of
the triplet-singlet gap in CH2. The paper is organized
as follows: in Section II we report the basic concepts of
QMC, focusing the attention on the wave function ansatz
and providing a detailed description of the JAGP wave
function, in comparison with other multideterminat ap-
proaches and Salem and Rowland’s two-electron model
for the description of diradical molecules. The compu-
tational details for QMC and CASSCF calculations re-
ported in this work are given in Section III. The results
on the torsional barrier of the orthogonally twisted ethy-
lene and on the singlet-triplet gap of the methylene are
reported and discussed in Section IV. Final remarks are
reported in the Conclusions, highlighting how this work
constitutes a fundamental step for using QMC in order
3to have an accurate and computationally feasible descrip-
tion of several chemical processes of biological interest
like the thermal isomerization of the retinal chromophore
in the mechanism of vision.
II. QUANTUM MONTE CARLO AND WAVE
FUNCTION ANSATZES
The accuracy of QMC approaches, both in the simplest
VMC scheme and in the fixed-node projection schemes,
are strictly related to the wave function ansatz. Typi-
cally, the electronic wave function ΨT in QMC [46, 47, 81]
is defined by the product
ΨT (x¯; R¯) = D(x¯; R¯)J (x¯; R¯), (1)
where D is the antisymmetric function taking into ac-
count the fermionic nature of electrons and J is the Jas-
trow factor depending on inter-particle (electrons and nu-
clei) distances; x¯ and R¯ represent the collective electronic
(x¯ refers to space r¯ and spin σ¯) and nuclear coordinates,
respectively. The Jastrow factor is a symmetric positive
function of the electronic positions; therefore it does not
change the nodal surface (determined by the antisymmet-
ric term D), but it describes the dynamical correlation
among electrons and satisfies the electron-electron and
electron-nucleus cusp conditions [46, 81, 85].
In VMC, the parameters that define ΨT are optimized,
within the functional freedom of the ansatz, in order to
minimize the electronic energy. The variational prin-
ciple ensures that wave function ansatzes which give a
lower energy provide a better description of the ground
state electronic structure. Some of the limitations of the
VMC approach, ultimately ascribable to the wave func-
tion ansatz, can be alleviated by adopting the fixed-node
(FN) projection Monte Carlo techniques, which provide
the lowest possible energy, with the constraint that the
wave function ΦFN has the same nodal surface of an
appropriately chosen guiding function ΨG ( fixed node
approximation)[46, 68], that typically is the variation-
ally optimized function ΨT . In this work we have used
the lattice regularized diffusion Monte Carlo[70, 86]: it
turns out to be an efficient scheme even for systems with
a large number of electrons[70] and it preserves the varia-
tional principle even when used in combination with non-
local pseudopotentials[70]. Moreover, the extrapolation
for mesh size a→ 0 is generally easier than the extrapo-
lation of time step τ → 0 in ordinary DMC[70].
The ansatzes considered in this work are the Jas-
trow correlated Antisymmetrized Geminal Power (JAGP,
product ΨJAGP = ΨAGP · J of an Antisymmetric Gem-
inal Power and a Jastrow factor J), the JAGP with a
fixed number n of molecular orbitals (JAGPn, product
ΨJAGPn = ΨAGPn ·J) and the Jastrow correlated Single
Slater Determinant (JSD, product ΨJSD = ΨSD · J).
In Paragraph II A we review the main features of the
Jastrow factor, the same in Paragraph II B is done for the
AGP and AGPn. We show in Paragraph II C that the
JAGP ansatz is intrinsically multiconfigurational, yield-
ing an improvement of the JSD ansatz, mainly in terms
of static correlation. Finally, in Paragraph II D we show
that the JAGP function includes the expected leading
ingredients for a reliable description of the diradicals.
A. The Jastrow factor
The implementation of the Jastrow factor adopted in
this paper is described extensively in Ref. 81. The Jas-
trow factor J = eU used in our calculations consists of
several terms accounting for the 2-body, 3-body and 4-
body interaction between the electrons and the nuclei.
The exponent U of the Jastrow factor can therefore be
conveniently written as the sum
U = Uen + Uee + Ueen + Ueenn
of the electron-nucleus function Uen, the electron-
electron function Uee, the electron-electron-nucleus func-
tion Ueen and the electron-electron-nucleus-nucleus func-
tion Ueenn. The leading contribution is given by Uee,
which yields a homogeneous two-electron interaction
term. It depends only on the distance between pairs of
electrons and it improves the electron-electron correla-
tion, and it is used to satisfy the electron-electron cusp
condition. The one-electron interaction term Uen im-
proves the electron-nucleus correlation and satisfies the
nuclear cusp condition. The Ueen and Ueenn functions de-
scribe an inhomogeneous two-electron interaction, which
further correct the correlation introduced by the homoge-
neous term Uee (and within the JAGP ansatz it reduces
the unphysical charge fluctuations included in the AGP
function[50, 73]).
Actually, the electron-electron coalescence problem
and the corresponding form of the Uee term need a fur-
ther explanation. Pairs of like-spin electrons have to sat-
isfy a cusp condition that is different from that of unlike-
spin electrons[46]. As shown in Refs. [71, 87], if two dif-
ferent electron terms are used to satisfy respectively the
like-spin and the unlike-spin cusp conditions, this would
translate in a spin contaminated wave function. Thus,
two approaches are possible: (i) to satisfy only the cusp
condition for unlike-spin, because the probability for like-
spin electrons to be close is very small, according to the
Pauli principle; (ii) to satisfy both the cusp conditions,
by using Ulike and Uunlike respectively for like and unlike
spin electrons. In this paper, unless explicitly stated, we
have adopted the solution (i), using the following func-
tional form for the homogeneous two electron interaction
term:
Uee (r¯) =
N∑
i<j
1− exp(−brij)
2b
(2)
where rij = ‖ri − rj‖ is the distance between electrons
i and j, the summation runs over all the N electrons
4in the system irrespectively from their spin states, and
b is a variational parameter. In this case we will use J
to indicate the corresponding ansatz. However, in some
cases we have adopted the solution (ii), by using:
Uee (r¯) =
∑N
i<j
[
(1− δσi,σj ) 1−exp(−brij)2b
+δσi,σj
1−exp(−brij)
4b
]
(3)
where σi indicates the spin state of electron i, and δσi,σj
is the Kronecker’s delta function. In these cases, the
ansatz will be indicated with J∗. The spin contamination
induced by this ansatz can be evaluated by calculating
the total spin of the molecule
〈
S2
〉
, see Appendix A.
B. The AGP and AGPn functions
A spin-unpolarized molecular system of N = 2Np elec-
trons and M nuclei describes a singlet state that, within
the AGP ansatz, is written as:
ΨAGP (x¯) = Aˆ
Np∏
i
G
(
xi;xNp+i
) , (4)
where Aˆ is the antisymmetrization operator, and the
geminal pairing function G is a product of a singlet func-
tion and a symmetric spatial wave function G:
G(xi;xj) = G (ri, rj) α(i)β(j)− β(i)α(j)√
2
. (5)
The spatial function G is a linear combination of products
of atomic orbitals φµ:
G (ri, rj) =
L∑
µ
L∑
ν
gµνφµ (ri)φν (rj) (6)
where the indexes µ and ν run over all the basis in all the
atoms in the system, for a total of L atomic orbitals (note
that L is determined by the overall basis set size). The
coefficients gµν have to be optimized in order to minimize
the variational energy of the system (together with the
other parameters in the wave function). They define a
symmetric (because G is symmetric) L × L matrix G,
for a total of L(L + 1)/2 variational parameters (unless
the system is characterized by some symmetry property
reducing the total number of parameters, see Ref. 72).
The pairing function G in Eq. (6) is written in terms
of the (localized) atomic orbitals φµ, offering an inter-
esting correspondence between the AGP ansatz and the
Resonating Valence Bond framework [88, 89]. An equiv-
alent way to write the pairing function G is obtained
by using the molecular orbitals (MOs) ψk. The ex-
pansion of the pairing function in terms of MOs is ob-
tained by performing a generalized (the atomic orbitals
φµ are not necessarily orthonormal, so the overlap matrix
Sµν = 〈φµ|φν〉 6= δµν) diagonalization of the G matrix
appearing in Eq. (6):
GSP = PΛ (7)
where Λ = diag(λ1, . . . , λL)
and |λ1| ≥ |λ2| ≥ . . . ≥ |λL| ≥ 0. (8)
In Eq. (7) each column of the matrix P represents a
generalized eigenvector of G and S is the overlap ma-
trix. Thus, from PTSP = 1, by right multiplying both
sides of Eq. (7) for the matrix PT = (SP)−1 we obtain
G = PΛPT . Then, by substituting it in Eq. (6), we
finally obtain that the pairing function is:
G (ri, rj) =
L∑
k=1
λkψk (ri)ψk (rj) , (9)
where the orthonormal single particle functions ψk(r) =∑L
µ=1 Pµkφµ(r) are the molecular orbitals. Considering
this expansion of the pairing function G, it may be reason-
ably expected that the leading terms are provided by the
MOs associated to the largest (in absolute value) eigen-
values λk. Thus, by considering a truncated pairing func-
tion
Gn (ri, rj) =
n∑
k=1
λkψk (ri)ψk (rj) (10)
with Np ≤ n  L, the quality of the parametrical wave
function is not significantly affected if n is large enough,
but a substantial reduction of the number of variational
parameters is obtained. If this truncated pairing function
Gn is used in place of G in the AGP, we have what in this
paper is named the AGPn function. A particular case
of AGPn is for n = N/2, that reduces to a single Slater
Determinant function, as it will be proved in the next
section.
In order to describe a polarized system, with total spin
S, a generalized AGP (GAGP) should be used.[71] The
system is constituted by Np paired electrons, and Nu ≡
2S unpaired electrons with same spin, that without loss
of generality can be considered spin-up. Thus the system
has N↑ = (Np+Nu) spin-up electrons, and N↓ = Np spin-
down electrons, for a total of (2Np +Nu) electrons. The
GAGP wave function is written as follows:
ΨGAGP (x¯) = Aˆ

Np∏
i
G
(
xi;xNp+i
)Nu∏
j
χj
(
x2Np+j
) ,
(11)
where single-electron functions χj , with j = 1, . . . , Nu,
have been introduced. The generic function χj is written
as:
χj(xi) =
[
L∑
µ
fj,µφµ(xi)
]
α(i), (12)
where the fj,µ coefficients are variational parameters.
Each unpaired electron requires the addition of L varia-
tional parameters, for a total of L(L+ 1)/2 + 2SL deter-
minantal parameters for the GAGP function of a system
5with total spin S. The generalization of the AGPn case
for polarized system is straightforward.
As shown in Ref. 71, the evaluation of the wave func-
tion ΨAGP , respectively in eqs. 4 or 11 for the unpolar-
ized or polarized cases, reduces to the calculation of a
single determinant. As a consequence of this, the com-
putational cost for a JAGP evaluation is comparable to
that of a JSD calculation.
C. JAGP and JAGPn as a multiconfigurational
wave functions
In order to simplify the notation, in the following we
will refer to the unpolarized system; the generalization
to GAGP is immediate. We have already seen that the
expansion of the pairing function G in terms of MOs is
convenient because it allows one to include chemically
meaningful constraints on the wave function that reduce
the number of variational parameters, yielding to the
JAGPn. We show here that this expansion also under-
lines the relation between the AGP and the standard
CI-like expansion of the wave function in multiconfigura-
tional approaches.
By substitution of Eq. (9) in Eq. (4), and expanding
the summation out of the antisymmetrization operator,
the following multi-determinant expansion is obtained for
the AGP function:
ΨAGP = c0 |Ψ0〉+
Np∑
i=1
L∑
a=Np+1
caaii |Ψaaii 〉
+
Np∑
i,j=1
i6=j
L∑
a,b=Np+1
a6=b
caabbiijj
∣∣Ψaabbiijj 〉+ . . . (13)
where the coefficients are given by:
c0 =
Np∏
i
λi ; c
aa
ii = c0
λa
λi
; caabbiijj = c0
λaλb
λiλj
; (14)
and so on, and |Ψ0〉 is the leading closed-shell Slater de-
terminant:
|Ψ0〉 = Aˆ

Np∏
i
ψi(ri)α(i)
Np∏
j
ψj(rNp+j)β(j)
 ,
the determinant |Ψaaii 〉 is equal to |Ψ0〉, but with the vir-
tual orbital ψa substituting the valence orbital ψi, etc.
From the expression of the coefficients in Eq. (14) and
the ordering of the eigenvalues λk in Eq (8), it follows
that the leading contribution beyond the determinant
|Ψ0〉 is given by the determinant |Ψaaii 〉 with i = Np
and a = Np + 1. The multideterminant expansion of
ΨAGP in Eq. (13) allows us to directly compare the ΨAGP
with wave functions from other quantum chemical frame-
works. In ΨAGP all the odd excited determinants (sin-
gle, triple, etc.) are excluded, whereas a subset of the
even excitations (those with a multiple excitation to the
same virtual orbital) are taken into account; only doubly
occupied molecular orbitals are present. In other words,
ΨAGP is contained in the seniority zero sector of the elec-
tronic full configuration interaction, and its expansion co-
efficients are determined by the ratios of the eigenvalues
of the Λ matrix.
The seniority number Ω represents an alternative tool
to classify singlet wave functions. Ω is defined as the
number of unpaired electrons in the Slater determinant,
e. g. the number of singly occupied molecular orbitals.
Ω-based selection of important Slater determinants in the
CI expansion has been seen to be superior than the tra-
ditional one, based on the number of excitations with
respect to the reference configuration, when the static
correlation plays a major role. [90] CI wave functions
with Ω = 0 for benchmark systems are accurate enough
to recover the most part of the static correlation, but
the FCI limit (including dynamic correlation) is achieved
only when configurations from Ω = 2, 4, 6... sectors are
explicitly included.[90] In the case of JAGP wave func-
tion, the combination between a Ω = 0 determinantal
term and a Jastrow factor allows us to estimate the cor-
relation energy more accurately than Ω = 0 CI wave func-
tions. The set of MOs Ψk is optimized within the JAGP
framework, e. g. in presence of the Jastrow factor and
of the multiconfigurational character of the wave func-
tion: MOs extracted from our optimization procedure
represent therefore the optimal choice for the correlated
description of the system under study.
The AGPn function can be expanded in a similar way.
By substitution of Eq. (10) in Eq. (4) we obtain:
ΨAGPn = c0 |Ψ0〉+
Np∑
i=1
n∑
a=Np+1
caaii |Ψaaii 〉
+
Np∑
i,j=1
i 6=j
n∑
a,b=Np+1
a6=b
caabbiijj
∣∣Ψaabbiijj 〉+ . . . (15)
that is different from Eq. (13) in the fact that the in-
dices a, b, . . . run from Np to n (and not to L as for the
AGP). In the particular case of n = Np, the AGPn ex-
pansion reduces to the ground state determinant |Ψ0〉,
thus obtaining a closed shell single determinant (SD)
wave function. It is worth stressing out here that the
determinantal part of this JSD ansatz corresponds to a
restricted calculation, since the up and down-electrons
are described by the same MOs. Thus, from the point of
view of the static correlation, the JSD description is com-
parable with approaches like the restricted Hartree-Fock
(RHF) or the restricted Kohn-Sham (RKS) DFT. It is
clear from Eq. (15) that the JSD ansatz can be improved
by including in the pairing function Gn a number n > Np
of MOs. Since typically JSD provides an accurate de-
scription of atoms, a natural criterium for the choice of
the number n∗ of MOs is by requiring that, when the
atoms are at large distances, we cannot obtain an energy
6below the sum of the JSD atomic energies (defining the
JAGPn* wave function, according to Marchi et al. [82]).
D. Ionic and Covalent terms in JAGP for the
description of Diradicals and Zwitterions
We show here that the AGP framework is suitable
for the description of the electronic structure of dirad-
ical species. Looking at the reduced model, involving
two electrons in two molecular orbitals, presented in
Ref. 1 one obtains three singlet and three triplet wave
functions[1]: as summarized in Tab. I, all the three triplet
states, and one singlet state, have a leading covalent
character, and are thus termed diradical wave functions,
whereas the remaining two singlet states have a leading
ionic character and are termed zwitterionic wave func-
tions.
Starting from such result, a simple model of two elec-
trons and two atomic orbitals φA and φB centered on
nuclei A and B of a chemical system can be considered
a representative scheme for molecules undergoing a bond
breaking (like the torsion of C2H4, the involved atomic
orbitals are of p type) or for non bonding electrons (like
in CH2, where both are centered on the same atom) and,
more generally, for those systems characterized by two
unpaired electrons. Focusing the attention to the singlet
(spin unpolarized) states, the pairing function G term is
explicitly written as:
G (r1, r2) = gAAφA(r1)φA(r2) + gBBφB(r1)φB(r2)
+gABφA(r1)φB(r2) + gBAφB(r1)φA(r2)
(16)
where gµν coefficients represent the coupling terms of the
G matrix in the expansion of the AGP spatial factor (
L = 2 in Eq. 6):
G =
(
gAA gAB
gBA gBB
)
. (17)
The elements gAA and gBB are referred to the ionic
terms φA(r1)φA(r2) and φB(r1)φB(r2) in which the two
electrons are localized on the same atom, whereas the
elements gAB and gBA (where gAB = gBA for symmetry
reasons) are related to the covalent terms φA(r1)φB(r2)
and φB(r1)φA(r2).
Following Salem and Rowland’s analysis on homosym-
metric diradicals, we can rewrite the three singlet states
in Tab. I in terms of φA and φB atomic orbitals, assuming
that ψ+ and ψ− molecular orbitals are linear combina-
tions of φA and φB
ψ+ =
φA + φB√
2 + 2SAB
(18)
ψ− =
φA − φB√
2− 2SAB
,
where φA and φB are related by some symmetry opera-
tion. In the orthogonally twisted ethylene, SAB = 0 and
γ = 1/
√
2, therefore the spatial parts of the wave func-
tions (which have to be multiplied by the singlet spin
part α(1)β(2)−β(1)α(2)√
2
) become:
Ψsingletdiradical(r1, r2) =
φA(r1)φB(r2) + φB(r1)φA(r2)√
2
(19)
Ψsingletzwitterion 1(r1, r2) =
φA(r1)φA(r2)− φB(r1)φB(r2)√
2
Ψsingletzwitterion 2(r1, r2) =
φA(r1)φA(r2) + φB(r1)φB(r2)√
2
It is thus evident that the singlet ground state Ψsingletdiradical
is purely covalent, whereas Ψsingletzwitterion 1 and Ψ
singlet
zwitterion 2
are instead ionic states.
In the heterosymmetric case the two molecular orbitals
cannot be represented by a linear combination of atomic
orbitals, leading to an inversion of the electronic charac-
ter of the wave functions, as can be seen in Tab. I. In the
methylene CH2 the singlet ground state is given by the
ionic function:
Ψsingletzwitterion 1(r1, r2) = γψA(r1)ψA(r2)−√
1− γ2ψB(r1)ψB(r2), (20)
which is functionally similar to the purely covalent (di-
radical) case in homosymmetric systems.
The expansion in Eq. 16 shows that the AGP ansatz
contains all the terms reported by the picture in terms
of delocalized molecular orbitals and localized atomic or-
bitals. The gµν coefficients are variational parameters
optimized by the stochastic methods mentioned before
and for such reason the AGP optimization is the manda-
tory step needed to select the right wave function for the
ground state of interest.
III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
The QMC calculations reported in this paper have
been obtained using the TurboRVB package developed
by S. Sorella and coworkers[91], that includes a com-
plete suite of variational and diffusion Monte Carlo
codes for wave function and geometry optimization of
molecules and solids. The scalar-relativistic energy con-
sistent pseudopotential (ECP) of Burkatzki et al.[92] has
been adopted in order to describe the two core electrons
of the carbon atoms, whereas the hydrogens are described
without pseudopotential (the nuclear cusp is satisfied by
the Jastrow factor, so there is no advantage in using a
pseudopotential for the hydrogen). For the basis sets
we have used hybrid contracted orbitals[81] constituted
by Gaussian type orbitals (GTOs) or mixed GTOs and
Slater type orbitals (STOs). The details of the considered
basis sets are reported in Tab. II. The wave function opti-
mization schemes used are the same already described in
7Table I: Wave Functions for Diradicals and Zwitterions, according to Salem and Rowland[1]. In this notation, the two
odd electrons are localized on the orbitals φA and φB , and their overlap is indicated with SAB = 〈φA|φB〉. If the odd
orbitals are related by some symmetry element (homosymmetric case) the proper molecular orbitals are ψ+ =
φA+φB√
2+2SAB
and
ψ− = φA−φB√
2−2SAB
. If the odd orbitals belong to different symmetry representations of the molecular point group (heterosymmetric
case) the molecular orbitals are ψA and ψB (though they are not necessarily localized). The variational parameter γ satisfies
1/
√
2 ≤ γ ≤ 1.
valence bond approach molecular orbital approach
homosymmetric case heterosymmetric case
tripleta:
diradical
φA(r1)φB(r2)−φB(r1)φA(r2)√
2−2S2
AB
ψ+(r1)ψ−(r2)−ψ−(r1)ψ+(r2)√
2
ψA(r1)ψB(r2)−ψB(r1)ψA(r2)√
2
singletb:
diradical
φA(r1)φB(r2)+φB(r1)φA(r2)√
2+2S2
AB
γψ+(r1)ψ+(r2)−
√
1−γ2ψ−(r1)ψ−(r2)√
2
ψA(r1)ψB(r2)+ψB(r1)ψA(r2)√
2
zwitterion 1
φA(r1)φA(r2)−φB(r1)φB(r2)√
2−2S2
AB
ψ+(r1)ψ−(r2)+ψ−(r1)ψ+(r2)√
2
γψA(r1)ψA(r2)−
√
1−γ2ψB(r1)ψB(r2)√
2
zwitterion 2
φA(r1)φA(r2)+φB(r1)φB(r2)√
2+2S2
AB
√
1−γ2ψ+(r1)ψ+(r2)+γψ−(r1)ψ−(r2)√
2
√
1−γ2ψA(r1)ψA(r2)+γψB(r1)ψB(r2)√
2
a the spin part is: α(1)α(2),
α(1)β(2)+β(1)α(2)√
2
, or β(1)β(2).
b the spin part is
α(1)β(2)−β(1)α(2)√
2
.
Ref.81, and all the parameters have been optimized, in-
cluding the exponents of the basis sets. The geometry op-
timization has been obtained through a steepest descent
approach, following a method already used successfully
for several other molecular systems.[52, 61, 65, 66] All
the reported LRDMC results correspond to the continu-
ous extrapolation (lattice mesh size a→ 0), correspond-
ing to the best variational results within the fixed node
constraint given by the indicated guiding function.
The singlet ground state potential energy surface
of C2H4 has been calculated at VMC and CASSCF
level, based on CAS(4,4)//cc-pVDZ structures with
a constraint on the torsional angle. For the single
point CAS(12,12) energies the cc-pVTZ basis set has
been employed. The ORCA package has been used for
CASSCF calculations. [93]
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Twisted ethylene
Tab III collects a selection of our QMC results for
the torsional barrier for C2H4 (presented in more detail
below in Tab. IV) together with CASSCF calculations
and some representative theoretical data available in lit-
erature: broken symmetry density functional theory[94]
(BS-DFT), spin-flip density functional theory (SF-DFT),
coupled cluster (CC) methods[4, 20, 22–24], multirefer-
ence configuration interaction[17, 25] (MRCI), and nat-
ural orbital functional theory[27] (NOFT). All the latter
quantum chemistry methods provide estimations of the
barrier height within an energy range of 62-73 kcal/mol.
From the experimental point of view, Douglas et al.,
studying the kinetics of the thermal cis-trans isomeriza-
tion of C2H4 in the temperature range 450-550 ℃, re-
port a value of 65 kcal/mol for the torsional barrier, [15]
whereas fitting from resonance Raman spectra of ethy-
lene predicts a value of 60 kcal/mol. [19]
Some of the VMC and LRDMC calculations have
been carried out on VMC structures optimized using a
JAGP/ECP ansatz, see details in Tab. V. The best re-
sults, in term of variational energy and variance, have
been obtained by using the basis set C in Tab. II, and
provides a torsional barrier of 71.9(1) kcal/mol at VMC
level, and 70.2(2) kcal/mol for LRDMC level. Both es-
timates are in very good agreement with results from
multi-configurational approaches, like CAS(12,12) (us-
ing CAS(4,4)//cc-pVDZ geometries) and MR-CISD+Q,
[25]. Using the JSD wave function, represented by a sin-
gle closed-shell Slater determinant, similar results to the
RHF approach have been obtained, as expected by the
lack of the multiconfigurational character.
Tab. IV shows that the choice of the basis set in the
VMC calculations has a very small effect on the con-
vergence of ∆E, with a difference of '1 kcal/mol when
moving from the basis set A to C (see the results for
the CAS(4,4) geometries). Even with the smallest ba-
sis set, A, with only four hybrid orbitals on the car-
bon atoms, a good estimate of the torsional energy has
been obtained. Furthermore, differences in the VMC ∆E
8Table II: Basis sets used in the QMC calculations reported in the paper, for the determinantal part and the inhomogeneous
part of the Jastrow factor. The number in the curly bracket parenthesis represents the number of contracted hybrid orbitals,
as defined in ref. [81].
Label Determinant a Jastrow b
A C:(10s,9p,2d,1f)/{4} H:(6s,5p,1d)/{1} C:(4s,2p,1d)/{2} H:(3s,2p)/{2}
B C:(10s,9p,2d,1f)/{8} H:(6s,5p,1d)/{1} C:(4s,2p,1d)/{2} H:(3s,2p)/{2}
C C:(11s,10p,3d,2f)/{8} H:(7s,6p,2d)/{1} C:(4s,2p,1d)/{2} H:(3s,2p)/{2}
D C:(11s,10p,3d,2f)/{8} H:(7s,6p,2d)/{2} C:(4s,2p,1d)/{4} H:(3s,2p)/{2}
a GTOs for basis sets A and B; GTOs plus one STO for basis sets C and D.
b Used uncontracted basis for 3-body Jastrow; hybrid contraction for 4-body Jastrow.
Table III: Ethylene torsional barrier ∆E, computed using
CASSCF, VMC, LRDMC and other representative theoreti-
cal approaches: restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF), unrestricted
Hartree-Fock (UHF), CCSD, restricted Kohn-Sham DFT
(RKS-DFT), broken-symmetry DFT (BS-DFT), spin-flip
DFT (SF-DFT), spin-restricted ensemble-referenced Kohn-
Sham DFT (REKS-DFT), natural orbital functional the-
ory with Piris natural orbital functional (NOFT/PNOF4),
and multi-reference configuration-interaction with single
and double plus quadruple corrections (MR-CISD+Q).
VMC and LRDMC values have been computed on the
VMC/JAGP/ECP structures, and the CAS(12,12) result has
been obtained on the CAS(4,4) geometry; see Tab. V. For the
other approaches, see the corresponding references.
Approach ∆E [kcal/mol]
RHF Ref. 27 108.4
VMC/JSD This work 99.3(2)
LRDMC/JSD This work 97.5(2)
CCSD Ref. 95 89.9
UHF Ref. 22 49.6
RKS-DFT/BLYP Ref. 96 88.7
REKS-DFT/BLYP Ref. 96 69.1
SF-DFT/B3LYP Ref. 24 79.6
BS-DFT/B3LYP Ref. 27 63.2
NOFT/PNOF4 Ref. 27 73.2
CAS(12,12) This work 69.1
VMC/JAGP This work 71.9(1)
LRDMC/JAGP This work 70.2(2)
MR-CISD+Q Ref. 25 69.2
due to the employed geometry are negligible. On the
other hand, Tab. IV underlines the failure of the single
determinant JSD wave function in the proper descrip-
tion of the torsional barrier profile, similarly with what
found by other single-reference methods with restricted
orbitals, as RHF and CCSD calculations[95], whereas un-
restricted HF calculations are seen to underestimate the
barrier. The static electron correlation problem is chal-
lenging also for DFT approaches, indeed restricted Kohn-
Sham DFT calculations are seen to overestimate the tor-
sional barrier and predict a wrong sharp cusp for a torsion
of 90 degrees[96] (similarly to single-reference methods
with restricted orbitals), while spin-flip DFT and broken-
symmetry DFT approaches produce a better agreement
with multireference findings. Dynamical correlation, in-
troduced by the presence of the Jastrow factor, plays
a minor role in the estimation of the barrier height, as
expected; JSD strongly overestimates the barrier height,
with VMC values of 102.9(1) and 99.3(2) kcal/mol, when
using the basis set C. The first result has been obtained
by projecting the optimized JAGP function into the JSD
ansatz, whereas in the second case the JSD wave function
parameters have been re-optimized. The application of
LRDMC (97.5(2) kcal/mol) does not alter the above pic-
ture indicating that the nodal surface coming from the
optimization of a single determinant wave function is not
correct. Specifically, the JSD total energy, at VMC and
LRDMC level, is about 50 mHartrees above the JAGP
energies for the orthogonally twisted structure; while, for
the planar geometry the total energy is underestimated
by about 10 (VMC) or 5 (LRDMC) mHartrees with re-
spect to the JAGP values. This indicates, once again,
that a single-reference approach, even in the QMC frame-
work, cannot be successfully used for systems character-
ized by a strong static correlation as at the top of the
torsional barrier.
The LRDMC correction in the barrier height (see
Tabs. III and IV) of less than 2 kcal/mol also confirms
the good quality of the fully optimized trial wave func-
tion ΨT . This encouraging result makes us confident that
the variational flexibility and the protocols employed in
the optimization of the variational parameters can lead
to a correlated high-level wave function ΨT and, conse-
quently, to a reliable VMC description of the electronic
structure.
A deeper insight in the description of the multiconfig-
urational nature of the JAGP wave function has been
made possible thanks to the analysis of the relative
weight of the determinants in the expansion of the ΨAGP
(Eq. 13) along the torsional energy profile (see Fig. 1). In
the orthogonally twisted configuration the two frontier pi
and pi∗ orbitals become degenerate and the two electronic
configurations, (pi)2 and (pi∗)2, assume the same weight.
In the simplified model [1], the singlet ground state wave
function is given by the term [γψ2+ −
√
1− γ2ψ2−] in
Tab. I, with γ = 1/
√
2 and ψ2± = ψ±(r1)ψ±(r2) (ψ+ = pi
and ψ− = pi∗ in the case of the twisted C2H4).
9Table IV: Energies (in Hartrees) of the planar and orthogonally twisted ethylene, for JSD and JAGP wave functions, computed
using VMC and LRDMC(a→ 0), and the corresponding torsional barrier ∆E (in kcal/mol). The geometrical parameters, CAS
and JAGP, are reported in Tab. V. The basis are described in Tab. II.
ansatz geo. basis planar twisted at 90° ∆E
[Hartrees] [Hartrees] [kcal/mol]
VMC/JSD a JAGP C -13.7199(2) -13.5560(2) 102.9(1)
VMC/JSD JAGP C -13.7198(2) -13.5616(2) 99.3(2)
VMC/JAGP CAS A -13.7260(2) -13.6103(2) 72.7(2)
VMC/JAGP CAS B -13.7289(1) -13.6144(2) 71.8(1)
VMC/JAGP CAS C -13.7292(1) -13.6150(2) 71.6(1)
VMC/JAGP JAGP C -13.7299(2) -13.6154(2) 71.9(1)
LRDMC/JSD JAGP C -13.7437(2) -13.5884(3) 97.5(2)
LRDMC/JAGP JAGP C -13.7484(2) -13.6364(2) 70.2(2)
a JSD function obtained from the projection of the optimized JAGP function.
The lower panel of Fig. 1 reports the behaviour of the ra-
tio between λ7 and λ6, eigenvalues from the generalized
eigenvalue problem in Eq. 7, as a function of the dihe-
dral angle. These two parameters are related to the ψ6,7
molecular orbitals (see Eq. 9) that are strictly related
to the two frontier orbitals in the traditional picture.
Following the definitions in Eq. 14 for the coefficients
of the expansion of ΨAGP into single electron determi-
nants, it can be easily verified that λ7/λ6 corresponds
to the ratio between the coefficient of the ground state
determinant Ψ0 and that of the doubly excited determi-
nant Ψ7766, where two electrons move to the first “virtual”
orbital ψ7. The absolute value of such ratio converges
to -1 when increasing the angle, clear evidence that the
ΨAGP wave function is dominated by two configurations
with the same weight for the singlet ground state of the
orthogonally twisted ethylene. In other words, the multi-
configurational nature of the wave function is fully recov-
ered by ΨAGP , in a similar fashion as what observed in
traditional multi determinant approaches. Furthermore,
the coefficients corresponding to the other double exci-
tations are much smaller and do not give an appreciable
contribution to the ΨAGP expansion. The minus sign in
the ratio directly derives from the definition of the wave
function (see Tab. I). The fully optimised JAGP ψ6 and
ψ7 molecular orbitals with C basis set are displayed in
Fig. 2. As expected, for the twisted conformation, the pi
and pi∗ orbitals are identical but rotated.
Moving from planarity to the orthogonally twisted
ethylene obviously results in an increase of the carbon-
carbon length (see Tab. V): breaking of the pi
bond induces a stretching well described from both
CAS(4,4)//cc-pVTZ (0.128 A˚) and VMC/JAGP/ECP
with basis set C (0.122(1) A˚) calculations. Lack of dy-
namic correlation in the CASSCF wave function is re-
sponsible for the slightly larger bond distances. Bond
angles do not vary moving from the planar to the orthog-
onally twisted structure and do not essentially depend on
the methodology used.
Comparison between VMC/JAGP/ECP singlet and
Figure 1: Upper panel: Ethylene torsional barrier, in
kcal/mol, for CASSCF(12,12)/cc-pVTZ (black solid circles)
and VMC/JAGP/ECP (red squares) on the structures ob-
tained by CASSCF(4,4)/cc-pVDZ. The barriers height for the
LRDMCa→0/JAGP/ECP (green diamond), VMC/JSD/ECP
(blue up triangle) and LRDMCa→0/JSD (violet down trian-
gle) are also reported. All the QMC results are obtained us-
ing the C basis, see Tab. II. Lower panel: Plot of the ratio
(red squares) (c7766/c0) = λ7/λ6 between the coefficients of the
leading two determinants in the JAGP wave function – see
Eq. (13) – as a function of the torsional angle. All other de-
terminants in the JAGP have a relative weight |λa/λi| < 0.03.
The ratio is zero for the JSD wave function (blue line), by def-
inition. For a comparison, also the corresponding ratio of the
coefficients for the CAS(12,12) calculation is reported.
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triplet barrier height profiles shows the expected cross
of the curves in the proximity of 90°, the triplet state
becoming more stable with a singlet-triplet gap of about
2 kcal/mol: variational energies have been computed on
the singlet CAS(4,4)//cc-pVDZ structures from 0° to
90°. Such finding, which follows the theoretical state-
ment reported in Ref. 1, according to which the singlet-
triplet gap is proportional to the exchange interaction, is
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Table V: Geometrical parameters calculated for the singlet
ground state ethylene for CASSCF(4,4)/cc-pVTZ and for
VMC/JAGP with the basis set C in Tab. II, and ECP
pseudopotential[92]. Bond lengths are reported in A˚ and
angles in deg.
CAS JAGP
planar
C=C 1.340 1.3293(8)
H-C-H 116.86 116.90(7)
C-C-H 121.57 121.55(4)
twisted at 90°
C-C 1.468 1.4514(8)
H-C-H 116.86 116.80(8)
C-C-H 121.57 121.60(4)
Figure 2: Molecular orbitals ψ6 and ψ7 – corresponding to
α = Np and Np + 1 in Eq. (9) – of the VMC/JAGP/ECP
calculation of the planar and twisted configurations of the
singlet ethylene.
planar twisted
ψ6
ψ7
singlet ethylene
in agreement with the fact that the triplet state should
be more stable in energy than the singlet one for such di-
radical system; MRCI calculations[17] indeed predict the
triplet state lower in energy at 90°, representing a fur-
ther confirmation of the reliability of the JAGP ansatz
not only in the description of the multiconfigurational
character of the singlet state (in the twisted conforma-
tion), but also of the triplet state, as written in Eq. 11.
Figure 3: VMC/JAGP singlet and triplet torsion barriers,
calculated on singlet CAS(4,4)//cc-pVDZ structures, using
ECP pseudopotential and the basis set C in Tab. II.
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B. Methylene
As mentioned in the introduction, methylene is an ex-
ample of a heterosymmetric diradical, according to Salem
and Rowland[1] (see Tab. I).
The ground state of CH2 is the triplet (X˜
3B1), but
the lowest singlet state (a˜1A1) is quite close in energy, as
it is typical for diradical species. The reference experi-
mental measurement for T0 obtained by fitting rotation-
vibration data gives a value of 8.998 kcal/mol (0.390 eV).
[33] Furthermore, the relativistic and nonadiabatic effects
calculated in Refs. 29, 31, and described in Ref. 35 have
been taken into account and added to the adiabatic gap
Te, 9.215 (0.400 eV): the final result is 9.363 kcal/mol
(0.406 eV).
In Tab. VI we report a list of the results obtained for
the adiabatic singlet-triplet energy gap of the methylene
by other quantum chemical approaches or experimen-
tally derived, in comparison with the most representative
QMC results obtained in this work. Highly accurate
approaches yield theoretical estimates that compare well
with the experimentally derived values, giving an energy
range, depending on the specific method applied, from
8.56 kcal/mol (0.371 eV) for CMRCI+Q and complete
basis set (CBS) extrapolation[36], to 11.25 kcal/mol
(0.488 eV) for CCSDT//TZ2P [45].
Excellent agreement is also found by Zimmerman et al.
[42] using a Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) approach
on the FCI structures.[38] Starting from wave functions
derived from CAS(2,2), CAS(4,4) and CAS(6,6) active
spaces, that account for the static correlation of the
system, a Jastrow factor is introduced, in order to also
include the dynamic correlation. Accurate results are
obtained both in the variational and fixed node diffusion
Monte Carlo schemes[42] and by Anderson and Goddard
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Table VI: Comparative table of the adiabatic gap ∆E =
E(X˜3B1) − E(a˜1A1) for CH2, calculated using different ap-
proaches on the FCI structures from Ref. [38].
Approach ∆E [kcal/mol]
VMC/JSD/ECP this work 13.45(10)
LRDMC/JSD/ECP this work 13.36(8)
CASSCF(6,6) this work 10.53
DMC/GVB Ref. 44 9.4(1)
VMC/J·CAS(6,6) Ref. 42 9.9(2)
DMC/J·CAS(6,6) Ref. 42 9.36(9)
VMC/J·CAS(6,6)/ECP Ref. 42 9.1(2)
DMC/J·CAS(6,6)/ECP Ref. 42 8.95(9)
VMC/JAGP/ECP this work 8.09(8)
LRDMC/JAGP/ECP this work 8.58(7)
VMC/J∗AGP/ECPb this work 8.32(7)
LRDMC/J∗AGP/ECPb this work 8.64(6)
RCCSD(T) Ref. 97 9.48
CMRCI Ref. [97] 9.18
CMRCI+Q Ref. 97 8.97
FCI Ref. [98] 11.12
Expt. T0 Ref. 33 8.998
Expt. Te Ref. 33 9.215
Expt.a Te Ref. 33 9.363
a Relativistic and nonadiabatic corrections from Refs. 29, 31
b 2-body Jastrow satisfying the cusp condition for pairs of
electrons both of like and unlike spin (details in Section II A
and in Tab. VII).
[44], who performed diffusion Monte Carlo calculations
using a Generalized Valence Bond (GVB) wave function.
The effect of pseudopotential (ECP) on the singlet-triplet
gap of CH2 diradical results in a slight underestima-
tion [36, 42] of about 0.02 eV (0.46 kcal/mol) [36]
at RCCSD(T)//CBS and MRCI and 0.03 eV (0.69
kcal/mol) at VMC and DMC level [42]. The shift from
Ref. [42] has been calculated by averaging the gap on
the different wave functions adopted. Pseudopotential
in QMC calculations by Zimmerman et al. [42] is the
same used by us in the present work; the small red shift
observed in our results with respect to the experimental
measure or to the best theoretical estimates could be due
to the pseudopotential, and this fact make us confident
of the convergence and accuracy of our calculations.
Methylene is an atypical diradical, because its low-
est energy singlet has zwitterion 1 wave function, in the
Salem and Rowland’s two electrons model reported in
Tab. I. This unusual behavior is mainly due to the fact
that the unpaired electrons are centered on the same car-
bon atom. We therefore need an ansatz describing both
the triplet diradical and the singlet zwitterion 1 functions
(Tab. I) in order to accurately estimate the adiabatic en-
ergy gap. For the former case a single Slater determinant
is enough to properly describe the electronic structure,
while for the latter a multiconfigurational wave function
must be used.
Details of QMC results shown in Tab. VII allow one to
get a deeper insight into the performance on CH2 of the
computational procedures presented in this work: singlet
and triplet energies, the corresponding adiabatic gap, us-
ing both the VMC and LRDMC, for the Jastrow corre-
lated single Slater determinant, with or without spin-
contamination (see Section II A) denoted in the table
respectively with JSD and J∗SD, and the Jastrow cor-
related antisymmetrized geminal power, indicated with
JAGP and J∗AGP. The total squared spin
〈
S2
〉
, of the
wave functions J∗SD and J∗AGP can be efficiently eval-
uated as described in Appendix A, and are reported in
Tab. VIII. Two different geometries, and different basis
set are compared in the Tab. VII. In all our calculations,
as for the ethylene, we use the ECP pseudopotential for
the two core electrons of the carbon atom. For a further
comparison, in Tab. VII we also report the VMC and
DMC results obtained by Zimmerman et al. [42] for a
Jastrow correlated CAS(6,6) ansatz.
The most evident conclusion that we extract from
Tab. VII is that the JSD ansatz (and also J∗SD) is un-
able to accurately describe the singlet methylene, overes-
timating the adiabatic singlet-triplet energy gap by about
4 kcal/mol, i.e., more than 40%. Also in this case the
LRDMC is unable to significantly correct the inaccuracy
coming from the single closed-shell Slater determinant
wave function. In particular, we observe that LRDMC
energy of the triplet JSD is only ∼1.5 mH higher than
the more accurate (multideterminant) JAGP and J·CAS
ansatzes, whereas the singlet JSD is ∼9 mH higher than
the corresponding JAGP or J·CAS energies.
The JAGP ansatz seems instead to provide a very ac-
curate description of the electronic structure both of the
singlet and of the triplet, and with a comparable com-
putational effort, as discussed in Ref. 81. Indeed, in
Tab. VII we observe that the JAGP results are all com-
parable to the J·CAS(6,6) results by Zimmerman et al.
[42]. In particular, VMC/JAGP calculations with the
smallest considered basis set A are ∼3 mH higher than
the J·CAS(6,6) for the triplet, and ∼2 mH for the singlet
whereas the results with basis set B and D have almost
the same energy of J·CAS(6,6) for the singlet, and are
no more than ∼2 mH higher for the triplet. We observe
for the JAGP results a weak dependence on the basis
set size, that is more evident in the triplet than in the
singlet. The use of the hybrid contracted orbitals, intro-
duced in Ref. 81, greatly simplifies the convergence of
the basis set, and in particular we obtain reliable results
having used 8 hybrids for the carbon atom and 2 for the
hydrogen atom, and some STOs in order to get the cor-
rect tails (basis set D). The accuracy of the JAGP ansatz
is confirmed by the close LRDMC results.
In order to better understand how the JAGP includes
static correlation in the system, we have to consider
the multideterminant expansion of the AGP in Eq. 13.
The question on how many determinants are necessary
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Table VII: Evaluation of the adiabatic gap ∆E = E(X˜3B1) − E(a˜1A1) at VMC, DMC or LRDMC level, using ECP
pseudopotential[92] for the C atom. Two geometries are considered, one from a FCI approach (Ref. 38), and one from
VMC/JAGP/ECP approach (this work, see Tab. X). The basis sets are defined in Tab. II. Three different ansatzes are here
compared: JSD, JAGP and J·CAS(6,6) with ECP; the former two calculated in this work, the latter taken from Ref. 42. J∗
indicates the use of the 2-body Jastrow defined in Eq.3, satisfying the cusp condition both for like and unlike-spin pairs of
electrons.
Method geo. basis X˜3B1 a˜
1A1 ∆E [eV] ∆E [kcal/mol]
VMC/JSD FCI D -6.7195(1) -6.6981(1) 0.583(4) 13.45(10)
VMC/J∗SD a FCI D -6.7227(1) -6.7008(1) 0.595(4) 13.73(9)
VMC/JAGP FCI A -6.7220(1) -6.7086(1) 0.365(4) 8.41(9)
VMC/JAGP FCI B -6.72299(9) -6.71035(9) 0.344(4) 7.93(8)
VMC/JAGP JAGP B -6.72306(10) -6.71046(9) 0.343(4) 7.91(8)
VMC/JAGP FCI D -6.72335(9) -6.71046(8) 0.351(3) 8.09(8)
VMC/J∗AGP a FCI D -6.72525(8) -6.71200(8) 0.361(3) 8.32(7)
VMC/J·CAS(6,6) b FCI Ref. 42 -6.7251(2) -6.7105(2) 0.396(8) 9.1(2)
LRDMC/JSD FCI D -6.72920(9) -6.70791(9) 0.5793(4) 13.36(8)
LRDMC/JAGP JAGP B -6.73072(8) -6.71708(8) 0.371(3) 8.55(7)
LRDMC/JAGP FCI D -6.73077(8) -6.71709(8) 0.372(3) 8.58(7)
LRDMC/J∗AGP a FCI D -6.73084(7) -6.71707(6) 0.375(3) 8.64(6)
DMC/J·CAS(6,6) b FCI Ref. 42 -6.7308(1) -6.7165(1) 0.388(4) 8.95(9)
a The total squared spin
〈
S2
〉
for the singlet and triplet functions are reported in Table VIII.
b From Ref. 42.
Table VIII: Value of the total squared spin
〈
S2
〉
for the spin
contaminated wave functions considered in Tab. VII.
X˜3B1 a˜
1A1
VMC/J∗SD 2.0038(3) 0.0049(4)
VMC/J∗AGP 2.0029(3) 0.0030(3)
LRDMC/J∗AGP 2.000(1) 0.000(1)
to reach a given accuracy finds a clear answer, for the
singlet state, in Tab. IX , where the JAGP has been
compared to the JSD, JDD (a Jastrow correlated double
determinant constructed according to Salem and Row-
land’s model), and JAGPn with different values of n.
The JSD wave function looses more than 10 mH (' 6.3
kcal/mol). The JDD ansatz, instead, is 4.32(4) mH
(' 2.7 kcal/mol) higher than the JAGP (and the energy
difference likely decreases if the parameters of the JDD
are variationally optimized). Thus, in agreement with
Salem and Rowland, two leading determinants are dom-
inant in the expansion of Eq. 13, constructed using the
two quasi-degenerate heterosymmetric orbitals reported
in Fig. 4. Then, by considering larger values of n, for
the JAGPn, the overlap with the JAGP increases with a
consequent decrease in the energy difference. In partic-
ular, the JAGPn* introduced in Ref. 82 is only <2 mH
(' 1.3 kcal/mol) higher than the JAGP.
The adiabatic singlet-triplet energy gap predicted by
the JAGP is between 7.91(8) and 8.64(6) kcal/mol, de-
pending on the basis set and on the QMC method used.
The LRDMC on the largest basis (D, with STO func-
tions) results in the best agreement with VMC results
Table IX: Comparison of different ansatzes for the singlet
methylene, in the FCI geometry, with the ECP pseudopo-
tential and the basis set D of Tab. II. The wave function
overlap and the energy difference ∆E, in mH and kcal/mol,
with a reference JAGP function ΨJAGP with a VMC energy
of -6.71046(8) H are reported. Both ∆E and the overlap
(defined as 〈ΨJAGP|ΨAnsatz〉2) are computed using the cor-
related sampling technique. Unless specified, the considered
wave functions have been obtained by projection of the AGP
part into the truncated AGPn, without further optimization
of the parameters. According to Section II B, JSD correspond
to JAGPn with n=3, and JAGPn∗ to n=6.
Ansatz ∆E [mH] ∆E [kcal/mol] 〈ΨJAGP|ΨAnsatz〉2
JAGPna n=12 < 10−8 < 6× 10−9 ∼ 1
JAGPn n=10 0.006(1) 0.0038(6) 0.99999874(5)
JAGPn* n=6 0.27(1) 0.169(6) 0.999884(1)
JAGPn n=5 1.80(3) 1.80(2) 0.99876(1)
JAGPn n=4 3.49(4) 2.19(3) 0.99763(1)
JDDb 4.32(4) 2.71(3) 0.99661(2)
JSD 14.1(1) 8.85(6) 0.9716(2)
JSDc 11.8(4) 7.4(3) 0.9740(2)
a In the multideterminat expansion of the AGPn, see Eqs. 15
and 14: λ4/λ3 ∼ −0.152; λ5/λ3 ∼ −0.036; λ4/λ2 ∼ −0.034;
λ4/λ1 ∼ −0.031; λ6/λ3 ∼ −0.030; all the others are
|λa/λi| < 0.01.
b Jastrow correlated Double Determinant, according to
Salem and Rowland model, see Tab. I.
c the parameters of the wave function, both of the deter-
minant and of the Jastrow, have been optimized within the
JSD ansatz.
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Figure 4: Leading valence (ψ3 and ψ4) and non bonding (χ1
and χ2) molecular orbitals of the VMC/JAGP/ECP of methy-
lene for the singlet and triplet states, see Eq. 11.
singlet triplet
methylene
ψ3
ψ4
symmetry: b2
symmetry: a1
symmetry: b2
symmetry: a1
χ1
χ2
from Ref. 42. Thus, the results seem to indicate that the
JAGP is a slightly better ansatz for the singlet than for
the triplet wave function. This actually is not surpris-
ing, because in the triplet we use the GAGP in Eq. 11,
with two parallel-spin electrons described by a couple of
unpaired functions. But a description of the triplet as
accurate as that for the singlet would be obtained by
using for the two parallel-spin electrons a pairwise an-
tisymmetric function, analogous to the geminal used to
describe the singlet pair (actually, this ansatz is the Pfaf-
fian function[99, 100]). In other words, the two unpaired
electrons should be described by an antisymmetric L×L
coupling matrix, thus by L(L−1)/2 independent param-
eters, and not 2L as in the GAGP.
Moreover, there is another aspect that differentiates
the singlet from the triplet: the number of like-spin and
unlike-spin pairs. Six valence electrons are present in
CH2. One can easily verify that the triplet state contains
seven like-spin pairs instead of six, as in the singlet state.
As discussed in Section II A, the Jastrow factor usually
treats only the unlike-spin electron-electron cusps, in or-
der to avoid the spin contamination of the wave function.
However the presence of an extra like-spin electron cou-
ple in the triplet could bias the energy difference favoring
the singlet, as actually observed. Calculations have been
carried out using the homogeneous two-body Jastrow of
Eq. 3, and the results are reported in Tab. VII labeled by
J∗. As expected the triplet energy experiences the largest
improvement, ∼2 mH, leading to the increase of the adia-
batic energy gap. Moreover, the total spin squared
〈
S2
〉
,
reported in the Tab. VIII, demonstrate that the level of
spin contamination is negligible, and converges to zero in
the LRDMC. Nevertheless, the J∗ slightly improves the
Table X: C-H bond length (in A˚) and H-C-H angle (in deg)
for triplet (X˜3B1) and singlet (a˜
1A1) states of CH2 (see text
for details) obtained by FCI [38] and VMC/JAGP/ECP cal-
culations, for the basis set B in Tab. II.
X˜3B1 a˜
1A1
method C-H H-C-H C-H H-C-H
FCI ref.[38] 1.0775 133.29 1.1089 101.89
JAGP this work 1.0748(1) 132.89(2) 1.1062(2) 101.97(1)
results only in the VMC scheme, because in the LRDMC
the results are almost identical within the stochastic er-
ror.
Geometry optimization by VMC using JAGP, pseu-
dopotential on the carbon atom and the B basis set for
triplet (X˜3B1) and first singlet (a˜
1A1) states of CH2
shows a very good agreement with FCI//TZ2P calcu-
lations: [38] the main difference is observed for the C-H
bond of the singlet state, about 3 mA˚ (see Tab. X).
V. CONCLUSIONS
A well-balanced characterization of the static elec-
tronic correlation is of primary importance in order to
capture the qualitative features in systems like diradi-
cals and transition states. Multi-configurational quan-
tum chemistry methods are able to provide a reliable de-
scription of the electronic correlation in diradical species.
Unfortunately the price to pay for these approaches is
given by the computational cost rapidly increasing with
the system size, thus limiting the application range. As
shown by Scuseria and coworkers, [90] a selection of con-
figurations with small seniority number (i.e., the number
of unpaired electrons in a determinant) leads to a fast
convergence of the CI expansion in cases where static cor-
relation dominates the electronic structure. Through a
detailed investigation of the multiconfigurational nature
of the AGP we have shown how this ansatz is a zero se-
niority function with some constraints on the coefficients
of the expansion and with molecular orbitals optimized
at fully correlated level.
In this work we have investigated two archetypal di-
radical systems using a JAGP ansatz within a QMC
approach: the torsion of the ethylene and the X˜3B1 -
a˜1A1 gap of methylene. The Jastrow factor efficiently
takes into account the dynamical correlation of the sys-
tem. The determinant part of the function, the AGP, is
responsible for recovering the static correlation. The re-
sults obtained using the JAGP ansatz on C2H4 and CH2
demonstrate that even the simplest and computationally
cheapest VMC scheme is sufficient to quantitatively de-
scribe diradicals states. Indeed the computationally more
expensive fixed-node projection scheme (LRDMC) pro-
duces a rigid shift of the absolute energies, but the energy
differences are only slightly affected. On the other hand,
the JSD ansatz, i.e. a single determinant correlated with
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a Jastrow factor, produces inaccurate results, also us-
ing the LRDMC approach. The reason of such failure
is coming from the static correlation that represents the
leading ingredient for the electronic structure of diradical
species, and a poor description of it dramatically affects
the quality of the nodal surface of the wave function. The
moderate scaling with respect to the system size (Nd,
with 3 < d < 4 and N the number of electrons) and the
availability of High Performance Computing facilities al-
lows one to successfully carry out QMC calculations on
larger molecules.[65] This work can be considered a fun-
damental step for the application of JAGP-based QMC
methods in the study of diradical species of chemical and
biological interest, and, generally, in systems in which
static correlation plays an essential role.
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Appendix A: Efficient calculation of 〈S2〉
In this appendix we describe how to compute the ex-
pectation value of the total spin square S2 over the vari-
ational wave function ΨJAGP in the paired AGP case,
namely with vanishing spin projection Sz along the z-
axis and N = 2Np electrons.
As is well known, within Variational Monte Carlo, we
need to compute the so called local estimator of the spin
square:
〈x¯|S2|Ψ〉
〈x¯|Ψ〉
where x¯ = {r↑1, . . . , r↑Np , r
↓
1, . . . , r
↓
Np
} is a many body con-
figuration where the electron positions and the spin pro-
jection along the z-axis σi = ±1/2 are defined. The ap-
plication of S2 to a given configuration can be written
as:
S2|x¯〉 = Sz2|x¯〉+ 1
2
∑
ri,rj
(S+riS
−
rj + h.c.)|x¯〉 (A1)
where i and j label all electron positions, regardless of
their spins. The above expression can be recast in the
following way:
S2|x¯〉 = −
Np∑
k,l
|x¯kl〉+ N
2
|x¯〉 (A2)
which generates Np
2 new configurations
|x¯kl〉 = −S−
r↑k
S+
r↓l
|x¯〉 (k, l = 1, . . . , Np) (A3)
where k(l) labels only the spin-up(down) electrons,
namely the new configuration x¯kl is obtained by swap-
ping the positions of the (k,l) electron pair with opposite
spins. The minus sign in the above expression takes into
account the Fermi statistics, in order to recast a spin-
flip with a position exchange. Similarly the rightmost
term in Eq. (A2) takes into account the local term i = j
in Eq.(A1), which is obtained by applying the spin-flip
operator to each individual electron, leading to a trivial
constant (N/2) times |x¯〉.
Therefore, the main problem is to compute the Np
2
wave function ratios:
rkl =
〈x¯kl|Ψ〉
〈x¯|Ψ〉 =
detA′
detA
J ′
J
(A4)
Aij = G(r↑i , r↓j ) (A5)
which contain a determinant factor and a Jastrow factor.
1. Determinant part
For the determinant factor, the swapping of the (k,l)
electron pair implies a change in the determinantA→ A′
given by:
A′ij = Aij + δik[G(r↓l , r↓j )− G(r↑k, r↓j )] + δjl[G(r↑i , r↑k)− G(r↑i , r↓l )]
+ δikδjlθkl
θkl = [G(r↓l , r↑k) + G(r↑k, r↓l ) − G(r↓l , r↓l )− G(r↑k, r↑k)]
We rewrite A′ as
A′ = A(I + ∆)
∆ij = A
−1
ik Wj + δjlUi
Wj = G(r↓l , r↓j )− G(r↑k, r↓j )
Ui = B
↑,↑
i,k −B↑,↓i,l +A−1ik θkl
where we have defined the B↑,σ matrices as follows:
B↑,σi,j =
∑
z
A−1iz G(r↑z, rσj ) (A6)
Notice that these matrices can be computed only once
for all spin flip ratios, amounting to 2N3p operations.
Then, by employing the Sherman-Morrison algebra,
the ratio of the two determinants detA′/ detA is given
by a determinant of a much simpler 2× 2 matrix M :
M =
(
1 +
∑
iA
−1
ik Wi A
−1
lk∑
i UiWi 1 + Ul
)
(A7)
In this way, the number of operations necessary to ob-
tain all the Np
2 ratios scales as N3 namely, with a com-
putational time similar to the calculation of the energy.
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2. Jastrow part
If the wave function is defined in terms of a spin de-
pendent two-body jastrow, the total Jastrow factor can
be generally written as
J = exp
( N∑
i<j
V (i, j)
)
(A8)
where the summation over i and j are now over all the
electrons, regardless of their spins, and V is defined as
V (i, j) =
1
2
[Vee(i, j)(1 + 4σiσj) + 2Vee(i, j)(1− 4σiσj)]
=
1
2
Vee(i, j)(3− 4σiσj) (A9)
where Vee is defined as
Vee(i, j) =
1− exp(−brij)
4b
which is consistent with Eq. (3). The spin dependent part
of V is rewritten as Vsd(i, j)σiσj , Vsd(i, j) = −2Vee(i, j).
Each time we swap the electron k with spin up and
the electron l with spin down, we only need to flip
the corresponding spins σk and σl in Eq. (A9). It is
clear therefore that, by computing the auxiliary vector
V¯ (l) =
∑
i 6=l Vsd(i, l)σi once for all, all the Jastrow ratios
J ′/J can be easily computed as
J ′
J
= exp{[V¯ (l)− Vsd(k, l)/2]− [V¯ (k) + Vsd(l, k)/2]} ,
namely also this with an irrelevant number of operations
( ' N2 operations).
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